
·folde ⑰

There are a number of ways we could

generalize our discussion of surfaces.

1.orserae These are subsets

ScR admitting smoothparametrizationstoldK

4: v-> vcS 3

of each pt just as in the definition of

the surface. Virtually all notions and

theorems about surfaces generalize immediately
to this case (together with proofs), since
the condition K

= z was never used in

an essential
way.
aresubmanifolds. Roughly speaking
these are "K. dimensional surfaces in
k+l C

R More formally, we could call
·k+ l

5 c R a k-dimensional submanifold,
if s admits parametrizations 4:FfUcSK I

where V c R is
open

and DP is injective
at each pt. Most of the statements

about surfaces we have seen generalize
to this case too (and rather trivially

except the
very last section involving

the Gauss map.
It generalizes too,

however, this requires some extra work



and, more importantly, not all statements ②

made for surfaces hold true in this case.

*

t manifolds

Nonetheless, even higher degree of abstraction

is required for applications. Hence, we
adapt the following approach
*A Handoff topological space M

is said to be a topological manifold of

dimension k, k - No if M is locally
K (

homomorphic to R.

To explain: UmeM 5 a nbLd EcM
K

and a homeomorphism 4: F->FcR,
where E is open. A pair (u,Y) is

called -art on M.

Ex1)Any surface is a topological mold
of dimension k = 2.

K

2) S is a topological mofid of dimension
n. This can be seen by covering

sk

by two charts just in the case k = 2.

-example: G(x,y) cR"/x =y-3
is not a topological mold.

⑩



Ret. A collection x = < (Va, e) IEA) B

of charts on M is called a catlas, if

A E =M.

· A c-atlas is called smooth, if
each coordinate transformation

Dap: =40 Y: Pp(UnEs) ->TNacion
r r

R
K

RK

is smooth.

· A smooth manifold is a topological
mold together with a smooth atlas.

Examples
-

0 I
"with a single chart (*" id) is a

smooth wild.

more generally, any open subset of
RF is a smooth mold

1) Any surface is a smooth mold of dim. = 2.

2) S
K
is a smooth mild of dime k

k k + 1

3) RP =
the set of all lines inR

through the origin
=> R"" (07/- [x0...,Xx)w(XX0,- -XXk)

*- R1ho]
.

=S x- - X

K
Define the topology on RP as the quotient



topology of R**(o)that is ⑭
k+

Ec RpK is open Ex
+" (U) <(R(o) is

open
where T:

R** (0) -> R""K07=RP* is the quotient
map.
For example, if k

= 1 RP' is homeo -

morphic to S' ↓

N T ~
- ⑧( -

L S L

⑳

Define

vj: =4(x:....:Xn)cRp")xj703j =0...,k
vj is open, since

+"(vj) = 9(Xo.-,Yk) t**Roll xj toh is open.



Consider the map Y:vj -> R
K ⑤

Y((x)) = (... , 4..., *)
Then the

map 4: R" -> Ej
4 (y0,..., y(x) =[y:....: Yj1:1:yj:...: yk

is the inverse of 4. In particular, i
is a homorphism. Thus,

u =4(uj,Y)lj = 0,...,k)
k

is a C-atlas on RP.

Consider the coordinate transformation

80 = 4.Y= %t

-x(y0.,y(+) =4([y:1:y,....: yk-))

=(z.,z..E..., E
which is smooth on

3y-R"1 y f0) =4 (WoNUE
The reader should check that in fact each

Bij = 4.04" is smooth. Thus, it is
in fact a smooth atlas.



O

ReveForkewe obtaina smoorese
6

out that RPcannot be represented
as a surface in R. We would have discovered

this mold if we would consider non-orientable

surfaces more carefully. Indeed, the Gauss

map of a non-orientable surface ScRP is

naturally defined as a map

S-p +c(TS)
+

cRP-

4)Products If M and N are smooth manifolds

of dimensions K and a respectively, then
MxN is a smooth wold of dimension

ke. Indeed, if M
=b(Va. Y.) IEA3

is a smooth atlas on M and

w =G(V,3p)/PeB3 is a smooth

atlas on N, that

W := G(UIxUp, fo x3n) 16-A, PEB]
is a smooth atlas on MxN.

ExeruseFindthe coordinate transfornectorin
smooth indeed.



In particular, ⑰

(i) IT" = S'x...x It is a smooth mold

of dimension k

(ii) the cylinder RXS' is a smooth mold
of dimension 2.

A smooth atlas does not need to be

unique. For example, on
5"we can choose

x =3(549N3,fr),(5"s3,Ys)3
or the atlas consisting of 6 hemispheres.
This leads to the following definition.
Pet Two atlases u = < (U. Y) IC-A3
-

and v =[(Vp,3p) /p-B3 on the

same topspace M are said to be

equivalent if now is also a smooth

atlas, that is if

3o 4,
and 4035

are smooth VSCA and ApcB.

Yettoothstructure is an equivalence

Ravtuwhat follows
we shall feeest

by an equivalent one.



↳Sotlemapsa smooth wetld.

⑧

Met A function 5: M+ R is called

smooth, if UScA

k

Fa: = t0 Y: R -> R

is smooth.

Just as in the case of surfaces
-

Fa is called the coordinate representation
of 7 with respect to the chart (ra. 4a).
Also just as in the case of surfaces
each Fo is defined on an open subset

k
of R, namely Matri). This should be

dear by now and will not be mentioned

explicitly below unless really necessary.

#

ise Let F: M -> R be a function.
If a vr, show that

fis smooth wot U(F is smooth
wrt V



↑

op The set CO(M) of all smooth
⑨

functions on a smooth wild is an

algebra, that is

·

FigE
C 3 =3x7 + ug ccP(M)

· f,ge (P(M) =) F.gcCO(M)
The proof of this proposition is similar

to the proof of the analogous proposition
for the surfaces.

More generally, let (M,U) and (N,v)
be two smooth winds of dimensions

K and a respectively.
Pet A

map
5: M -> N is said to be

smooth, if each coordinate representation

3p0704":R" -> Re
is smooth.

Pop

FECoCMiNs =)gofcC(M;l) M)



Again, the proof of this proposition
is a verbation repetition of the corresp.
proof for the surfaces.

Also, just in the case of surfaces, we
have the notions of a diffeomorphism
and a local differorphism.

agentspace
If M is an abstract mold and

U:(- 9,9) -> M is a smooth curve,
then 8() does not make sense in

any
obvious way. Hence, our definition

of the tangent space
does not immediately

generalize to the present setting.
To come up

with a suitable generalization,K

observe the following:Ve R is the tangent
K

vector of a curve v: (- 2,2) -> R, U(0) =p,
it and only if

W(t) =p + vit + o(t) as t ->0.

Hence we may consider the following
equivalence relation: two smooth curves

K

V,wz:(-a,s) + R,j,() =p
=Vc(0),



are said to be
avalent

if ⑭

V.(t) - Vz(t) =0(t).

Our observation above yields immediately.
Prop
vi-U-()j,(x) =8z(0).

This equivalence relation makes sense on

manifolds as follows.

*Let M be a smooth wild of

dimension K. Pick a pt me M. Two
smooth curves V.,Um: (- 9,2) -> Ms.t.

v,(0) = m = V(0) are said to be equivalents

if for any chart (FY) s.t. me to

YoU -" YoUr <> 4U. (t) - YoUn(t) = o(t)()

An equivalence class of curves is called

a tangent vector at the pt m.
Lemma If (*) holds for me chart
-.

[v,x) st. Me t, then (*) holds

for any chart containing ve.



of Let (E, i) be
any

other ⑫

chart sit. We E. Denote p:
= x (m). Then

5. U. (t) - Yo((t) = 35" 308, () - YoY: YoUn2 w

⑦ P. O 2

=QoB,(t) - 8-B(t)
Since 8 is smooth, ③ is Lipclutz, that
is 5730 s.t.

(0(x) - O(y))c)(x -y)vx,ycB(p)
where 850

Hence,

(80p,(t) - 00Pc(+))<h/p,(t) - Pc(t)) = 0(t).

-(t)
H

Ret TmM: = 2 [5] IV is a smooth

curve through m3
is called the tangent space of M at m.

-Detw TuM is a vector space
of dimk.

Prof Pick a chart (v,4) containing mK
and denote (m) = peR. Consider the

wap



[8/V(0) =m) -- R (x)
⑬

↑
smooth

v -> lz."t).curve

in M. k
curve in R

#

ercise show that this
map

is subjective.

If V-V, then 8,: = 4.8.-12: = 40Un

by the proof of the forums on P.11. Hence,

B(0) =B2(0) so that we have a

well-defined subjective map
4: Tm M -R

In fact, it is bijective:

-(4) =Yx(u)(=) Bc -pc(B(0) =b()
Thus, we define the structure of a vector

space
on TuM so that it is a

linear isomorphism.

cise show that the following holds:
(i) If UtTuM and DeR, the

x(V] = (U(x]



(ii)For two curves Vick through un ⑭
define

W(: =Y"(((t) + Pc(t)),
where

pi: = YoUi. Show that j
is a smooth curve through in and

[V] + (Uz] = CV].

We still need to show that the structure

of the Vector
space

on TuM does not

depend on the choice of the chart (v, Y).
To this end let (E, i)( be another

I

chart st. me E. Let

kYx: TnM -- R, JU3 -IPOUI

be the correspoindingmap.Decoding temporal in
we obtain

[VS =(vi) +((z)(=) j(x) =B,(x) + Bz(0)
where p(t) = 40 U(t) and Bj(t) =40Uj(t).
Devote (x) = 50UH) and Bj(t) = 40Uj(t).



Thre ⑭

p =Y8 =504Yo =0-b=

p(x) =Ppt(j(0)).

Similarly, we have (0 = PpO(Bj(0)
Since Ppt is a linear

map, we have

↑(x) =Pp0(j,(x + i(x)
-PO(b,(0)) + PpO(j(o)
= (x) + y(0)

() (V) =(V] +y(U]
I

CW1]to [Uz] .

the fact that the multiplication with scalars
is independent of the choice of a chart
follows immediately from Part (i) of
the exercise on p. 1. #

Ram The origin in TMM is represented by
the constant curve 8(t) = mot (or any
other curve equivalent to this one).



⑭
Crop If

ScR" is a smooth surface
TS in the sense of the definition

on P. 12 is naturally isomorphic to

the tangent place of 5.

↑of Denote temporarily the tangent plane
of s at

p by Ep. Consider the map

TS -> Ep CA)

[V] +-Y()

Ercise Check that this map is well-defined,
that is is independent of the choice of
the representative.
This

map is linear. Indeed, if it is
a parametrization at p

such that 410 = p
and

Vi = No B, c 8: = 40B2
than [U]+(U) is represented by
the curve txc (p,() + Pn(t)) =U(t)
Hence

j(0) =PY(B,(t) + Bc(t))

= DoY(pi(+) + P04(Bc(x)
=v() + V(0).



That is [ri]+CUi)-TS is mapped onto
5,(0) + V(0) .

Since x(u] =(U(x)+x=U(xt) =

= XVC), we see that (4.5) is linear.
Since this

map
is clearly surjective and

TpS and #have equal dimension,
(14.x) is an isomorphisue #

RemTheproofof the prop defy
onthe

chart on M and me. Denote Y (m) = PER*
and define Uj:( - 2,a) + , Uj(0) =m by

YVj(t) =p + (0....0,t,0,...,0).
the
place

Then ↑

ee : = ([w]...-[Vk])
is a baris of TM.



Metalof a smoothmap.
Let 7: M" -> Ne be a smooth map.

Let For men the
map

df: TuM + TFCu, N

[83+(fo8]
is called the differential of fat m.

↑

opthe differentialisa linear
me

these
and [V,4) is a chart on N s.t. FCMLeV

3

then duf is represented by the Jacobi
matrix of F: = 40f04" with respect to
the bases

by and ex,
that is

dif (ey) = ex. Dept
↑roof Assume for simplicity Plus-oe

Ran
For
U: (- 9,9) -> M st. 5(0) =m,

denote

pi
=4V:(-a,c) -> RK



⑰

.*to
Y↓ L +

EEfitk

R

We have

foV = for"- 30 = 7.4B.
B

There

4(50V] =(x)oxop(t) (
F

-sE(x
--

(F - p(t)

= DoF(B(0)),

However, B(0) = Elt= YoU (t) = Y(U]



Hence, ⑱

+x duf([W]) =DoF-Yx[5] Fj

(E) duf = 4"oDoF0Y
&-> duf is linear
linear

Furthermore, by the definition
of

ex = ([5]..., (5x]), we have

B(0) =(0,.,0,1,0,...,0) =ej
jtle place

Yxduf((Vi]) =DoF(e) =zoei,
where (E,

.
.
.

,
ee) is a standard basis of D?

Hence,

duf[UrlEMECREE, Sree
isitent of et

=>(dut (r.
...
def Nick = ((r) ... (D (OE:OFa



drop For any smooth molds M, N, K ⑲
and any feCO(M; N) and ge CO(NiK)

we have

↓(gof) =demg0dnf.
oot For

any [USET.M we have

de(gof) (v] = [gofoU] =[go(for)]
= d718([for])

deta ofdrag
=>dfig (duf(VT).

deta of Int H

or If F: M -> N is a diffeomorphism,
there daf: TuMt TAMIN is an isomorphism.

Conversely, if duf is an isomorphism, then
- is a local differorphism at m. #

sanifolds
Think of R** as R*x RC, where kx, 1, 131
We have the

maps

2: RC -> R
k +2

C
2(y) =(0,y)

Tn: Rk
+

-R,π(x,y) =y
T

RK Te



k + l
For

any
smooth

map
7:-R@

Wdefined in a ubid-- of some p
= (x0, y)

we obtain a linear map
x+ lD7lp

Dyf1p: R=c IR -> R?(*)

This
map is called mentalderivative of

If with respect toy at the point p.
ExFor K = 2 and 1 = 1, we have 7: R" + R.

Keeping to our notations above, this means

f =f(X.,Xc,y).
Hence, (*) yields

Dy7((z) =Df1,(0.0,5) = ol, 3
Thus By] can be identified with the

partial derivative wit the last variable,
hence the naue.

In general, thinking of linear
maps

k+ l
*-> Ras (k+1) x) - matrices,
we obtain

DE = (of(05) e



that is Byf is obtained from ⑫

the Jacobi-matrix of 5 by considering
the last a columns only
Assume for simplicity that

p
=0 cRk+

The following is known from the analyn's course,

then (The implicit function them
Assume that Bytlp:R" > RP is an

k

isomorphism. Then I a ubld V of 0CR

and a ubled V of 0 < RP and a unique
smooth

map
h: V -> V. St.

f(x,y) = 0 [] y
=h(x)

whenever (x,y) cF,xrc.

Furthermore, denoting W: = = "(0) n(Vx(),
the

map

N: = T(v: -R", Y(x,y) =x
is a homeomorphism, that is (WT) is

a chart on f"(0) NE. #

Ex Assume K = 2,1 = 1. Then

Dyf:*t R is is (E]Ip ·1, +0.
Hence, locally the equ f(x,x., y) =0 can be



solved wrt y: y
=h(x,42). Moreover,

the map
4: R=RP, Y(x,,x,y) = (Xy,Xz,f(x,,x,y))
is a local diffeomorphism at 0, since

1 O O

DYb = 0 1 D
=>det (DY1.) 50.C

* * 1. (
Hence, 5 a ubLd W of 0c R"st.

(U,Y) can be viewed as a chart on R3

(more formally, this means that the standard

atlas [(Riid)) is equivalent to 3(Riid), (v x)3.)
This chart has the following nice property:

2

4(f")nt)<RxGo).

Exercise show that in the situation of the implicit-

function theorem, there exists a ubled it of

of RC and a differorphism Y: W -> cR**
S.t.

f(7"()rt) c R"x d0].

This motivates the following definitions.

Det Let N be a smooth manifold with
-

an atlas x =G(vc, Yc) 3. A chart (u,3)
is said to be smoothy compatible with
x if Uu9(U3)) is a smooth atlas on M.



This means simply that 4:->401 isa

differmorphism.
#Let N be a smooth mold of

dimension k+). A subset MCN is said

to bemanifold of dimension k if

for
any men there exists a compatible chart

(u,Y) such that

Y(Mrv)cR" x (0) c Rk
+ e CA)

A chart (0.4) as above is called ampted
(to M)

It is clear from the discussion above

that
any

surface is a submanifold of R3

of dimension 2.

rop A k-submanifold is itself a manifold

of dimension K.

Proof A submanifold M"cN*+ is equipped
with a co-atlas U consisting of all adapted
charts.

In fact, it is smooth. Indeed, let (v, Y)
and LV, Y) be two charts adapted to M.

Devote

4: R" -> R
x+ l

-4(x) =(X,0),
k

T,: Rk
+ e
->R, π(x,y) =

x cRY



⑳Then for T: = 4.04 we have

404(x) = Y,)Y(x,0)) =4.04.02,(x)
-

1) ⑦N
Ont

Hence, O is smooth as a composition of smooth

maps. #

Exercise Let McN be a submanifold. Then

for
any

fe CO(N) the function 51M is

smooth on M.

↑ Let feCO/M;N). Apt ueN is

said to be a regular value of of if
-

Ome f"(n) duf: TuM ->TaN is subjective.

Par1) Any nIuf is a regular value off.
2)If I has a regvalue a st. 8"(n),
then dimM> dimN.

The following is one of the main theorems of

the course.

thIfuisaregularvalueof soease
F"(u) <M is a smooth manifold of

↓ imension k: = dimM-dimN.



#

oof Denote 1 = dim N = dimM=k+1. ⑳

Pick
any
meF"(n) and

any
charts

(U,Y) and (V, 4) on M and N respectively
such that 4 (m) =0 and 4 (n) = 0.Let

F= to foY": R+e -> RP be the coordinate

representation of F. We have

FoY =4of dm (Fox) = dn(P-f)

doF "dut dut"oduf
dul and dot are isomorphisms by the corollary
on P. 19. Since duf is subjective, it follows
that

doF = dutodufo (dmYL":R
k +

+ RC

is also subjective. In particular,
dime [ne (doF) = dim R"+1-dim Ker (doF)

11 I

e k + l

E=k

Choose a basis (Vi..,Vx+e) of R
k+ l
s.t.

(V...,Vk) is a basis of Ker dot and define

A: Rk+ e

-> RP
+

by Az = EzjV



26then the following holds: O
· A is an is since it maps the standard

k + l
basis of outo (V...., vx +c).

· A02: **->Ker doF is an iso

·doto Aot: R" -> MC is an iso.
2

Furthermore, for 6: = F. A: R"* -> RC

we have

doG = doF o doA = doFo A
&

A is linear

=>PyG = doFoArc is an iso

Exerone-3 7 a chart (W.3) adapted to G"),-

that is

3)G"()ew) c 1"xd03

Without loss of generality, we can assume
W c A"(Y()



*i=I
F-(o)

-

to
Define a chart (m, 3) on 1"* by

(w,5) =(A(W), so A(

Notice ECG"(0) E) Aze F"(o). Hence



3(wv F-(x) =3)wnG"(x)) - 1"x203.@

Finally, set

3.:= 30% and V =4"(w) = ?"(5(N)

Them

Y. (Enf"(n)) = 3 (WcF"(ol) - **xdo).

Thus, (U..4) is an adapted chart.
↑

In the setting of the above them,

Tm 5"(0) = Kew duf.

Roof suppose U:(- 9,2) -> F"(n), V(0) =m

then foUlt) = n Ut =>

duf [V] =(7.0] = 0,
where the last equality follows from the

remark on p. 14%. Hence,

Taf"(u) < Ker duf.

However, both these spaces
have equal dimensionk,

so that we must have

Taf"(n) = Kerduf.
H


